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OT REALITY

The motion-picture camera is perhaps the most paradoxical of all machines, in
that it can be at once independently active and infinitely passive. Kodak's early slo-

-ean, 
"You push the button, it does the rest," was not an exaggerated advertising

claim, and, connected to any simple trigger device, a camera can even take pictures

all by itself. At the same time, while a comparable development and refinement of
other mechanisms has usually resulted in an increased specialization, the advances

in the scope and sensitivity of lenses and emulsions have made the camera capable

of infinite receptivity and indiscriminate fidelity. To this must be added the fact that

the medium deals, or can deal, in terms of the most elemental actuality. In sum, it
can produce maximum results for virtually minimal effort: it requires of its opera-

tor only a modicum of aptitude and energy; of its subject matter, only that it exist;

and of its audience, only that they can see. On this elementary level it functions ide-

ally as a mass medium for communicating equally elementary ideas.

The photographic medium is, as a matter of fact, so amorphous that it is not
merely unobtrusive but virtually transparent, and so becomes, more than any other
medium, susceptible of servitude to any and all the others. The enormous value of
such servitude suffices to justify the medium and to be generally accepted as its
runction. This has been a major obstacle to the definition and development of mo-
iion pictures as a creative fine-art form----capable of creative action in its own

-:::ns-tbr its own character is as a latent image which can become manifest only

- :-,: oiher image is imposed upon it to obscure it.

':--,.: concerned with the emergence of this latent form must therefore assume

: ----:--', Froiective role. one which recalls the advice of an art instructor who said,

-- -- ,...: trouble drawing the vase, try drawing the space around the vase." In-
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ANIMATED PAINTINGS

In recent years' perceptible first on the experimental fringes ofthe film rvorld and:--rw in general evidence at the commercial art theaters, there has been an acceler_
=t"d development of what might be called the "graphic arts school olanimated film...Such films, which combine abstract backgrounds with recognizabre but not rearis_:ic 

_figures, 
are designed and painted by trained and talentZJ ,*nt. artists rvhonake use of a sophisticated, fluent knowledge of the rich ."rou"r.", of plastic me_iia, including even coilage. A major factor in the emergence of this schoor has been:he enormous technical and raboratory advance in coror film and color processin_e.

so that it is now possible for these artists to approach the two-dimensional, rectan_gular screen with all the graphic freedom they bring to a canvas.
The similarity between screen and canvas had rong ago been recognized by artistssuch as Hans Richter, oskar Fischinger, and others, *ho r.." uu.iu.r"o not by itsgraphic possibilities (so limited at that time) but rather by the excitements of thet'ilm medium, particularly the exproitation of its time dimension-rhythm, spatiardepth created by a diminishing square, the three-dimensional iilusion created by there-volutions of a spiral figure, etc. They put their graphic skilrs at the service of thetllm medium, as a means of extendin; film expression.*

The new graphic-arts school does not ro n'uih advance those early efforts as re_verse them, for here the artists make use of the film medium us un e^tension of theplastic media' This is particularry clear when one analyzes the principre of move_ment employed, for it is usualy no more than a sequential articulation_a kind ofspelling out in time-of the dynamic ordinarily rmphcit in trr" J.rrgn of an indi_vidual composition' The most appropriate term to describe such works, which areoften interesting and witty, and which certainly have their place among visual arts,is "animated paintings."
This entry of painting into the film medium presents certain parallels with the in-troduction of sound. The silent fitm had attracted to it persons who had tarent forand were inspired by the exploration and development of a new and unique formof visual expression. The addition of sound opened the doors for the verbalists anddramatists' Armed with the authority, po*"i, laws, techniques, skills, and crafr-swhich the venerable literary arts had accumulated over centuries, the writers hardheven paused to recognize the small resistance of the "indig.nourl, fil,,' .;l;;. ;.had had barely a decade in which to explore and evolve ttr'e c.eatiue fotential oi -.,.medium.

The rapid success of the "animated painting" is similarly due to the facr -:;-. :comes armed with all the plastic traditions and techniques which are irs ir::::... :heritage. And just as the sound film interrupted the development 
"r 

irr-- - 
-,- -the.commercial level by providing a more 

'nrstreo 
substitute, so the ..anl:-, :- :i,*;-ing" is already being accepted as a form of film art in the few."". --. -...=*.--
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- .-:-: :- :l-:r, series and societies) where experiments in film

:i::-- iis rhe fact that it is a visual composition projected on a
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-- --,,":= ::-:::e rh1 thms and phrases of time and can be attended by song and

r; r-j-:,-t. .;::: p!13ir)'. that it canluxtapose images; with literature generally, that

. -:: :-:-::-::ss in its sound track the abstractions available only to language'

:-_*..::']Ioiusionofpotentialitiesseemstocreateconfusioninthemindsof
- _.-l_=-o.t.o u .onf*ion which is diminished by eliminating a major portion

- , -.:.: lolentialities in favor of one or two, upon which the film is subsequently, -.:.: potentialities in favor of one or two, upon which the film is subsequently

:---::--]:ed. -\n artist, however, should not seek security in a tidy mastery over the
-i:ed. -\n artist, however, should not seek security in a tidy mastery over the

.-::.lli:-rcations of deliberate poverty; he should, instead, have the creative courage

:-'.:ethedangerofbeingoverwtretmedbyfecundityintheefforttoresolveitinto

'--npiicity and economY'
\\-hile the "animated painting" film has limited itself to a small area of film po-

ienrial, it has gained u.."ptun." on the basis of the fact Ihatit does use an art form-

ihegraphicartform-andthatitdoesseemtomeetthegeneralconditionoffilm:
itmakesitsstatementasanimageinmovement.Thisopenstheentirequestionof
rvhetheraphotographisofthesameo.derofimageasallothers'Ifnot,istherea
correspondinglydifferentapproachtoitinacreativecontext?Althoughthephoto-
graphic p.o"*, is the basic building block of the motion-picture medium, it is a

i=riuut" to its self-effacement as a servant that virtually no consideration has been

giventoitsowncharacterandthecreativeimplicationsthereof.

THE CLOSED CIRCUIT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS

The term "ima-ee" (originalty based on "imitation") means in its first sense the

visual likeness of a real obiect or person, and in the very act of specifying resem-

blance it distinguishes and establishes the entire category ofvisual experience which

isnotarealobjectorperson.Inthisspecificallynegativesense-inthesensethat
the photograph of a horse is not the horse itself-a photograph is an image'

But the term ..image', also has positive implications: it presumes a mental activ-

ity,whetherinitsmostpassiveform(the..mentalimages''ofperceptionandmem-
o.y) o., as in the arts, the creative action of the imagination realized by the art in.

strument. Here reality is first filtered by the selectivity of individual interests and

modified by prejudicial perception to become experience; as such it is combined

with simila;, iontrasting or modifying experiences, both forgotten and remembered,

to become assimilated into a conceptual image; this in turn is subject to the ma-

nipulations of the ar1 instrument; and what finally emerges is a plastic image which

is a reality in its own right. A painting is not, fundamentally, a likeness or image

of a horse; it is a likeness of a mental concept which may resemble a horse or which

may, as in abstract painting, bear no visible relation to any real object'

Photography, however, i, u p.o""tt by which an object creates its own image by

the action of its light or light-sensitive material' It thus presents a closed circuit pre-
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CINEMATOGRAPHY: THE CREATIVE USE oF REALITY 2Ig

cisely at the point where, in the traditional art forms, the creative process takes place
as reality passes through the artist. This exclusion of the artist;t that point is re-
sponsible both for the absolute fidelity of the photographic process and fbr the wide_
spread conviction that a photographic medium cannot be, itself, a creative form.
From these observations it is but a step to the conclusion that its use as a visual
printing press or as an extension of another creative form represents a full realiza-
tion of the potential of the medium. It is precisely in this manner that the photo_
graphic process is used in ,.animated paintings.',

But in so far as the camera is applied to objects which are already accomplished
images, is this really a more creative use of the instrument than when, in scientific
films, its fidelity is applied to reality in conjunction with the revelatory funcrions
of telescopic or microscopic lenses and a comparable use of the motor?

Just as the magnification of a lens trained upon matter shows us a mountainous.
craggy landscape in an apparently smooth surface, so slorv-motion can rer,eal the
actual structure of movements or changes which either cannot be slog,ed dorvn in
actuality or whose nature would be changed by a change in tempo of peribrmance.
Applied to the flight of a bird, for exampre. srorv-motion ..r,."1, the hitherto un_
seen sequence of the many separate strains and small movements of rvhich it is com-
pounded.

By a telescopic use of the motor, I mean the telescoping of time achieved by trig-
gering a camera to take pictures of a vine at ten-minute intervals. when projected
at regular speed, the film reveals the actual integrity, armost the intelligence, of the
movement of the vine as it grows and tums with the sun. Such telescoped-time pho_
tography has been applied to chemical changes and to physical metamorphoses
whose tempo is so slow as to be virtually imperceptible.

Although the motion-picture camera here functions as an instrument of discov-
ery rather than of creativity, it does yield a kind of image which, unlike the images
of "animated paintings" (animation itself is a use of the telescoped-time principle),
is unique to the motion-picture medium. It may therefore be regarded as an even
more valid basic element in a creative film form based on the sinlular properties of
the medium.

REALITY AND RECOGNITION

The application of the photographic process to reality results in an imase *h-::
is unique in several respects. For one thing, since a specific reality is the pno:: :-
dition of the existence of a photograph, the photograph not only iestifies rc --:- :r-
istence of that reality (ust as drawing testifies to the existence of an ari::: :,-: ,

to all intents and purposes, its equivalent. This equivalence is not ar all . :":-.- -

fidelity but is of a different order altogether. If realism is the term oi " _=._- - : - -
age which precisely simulates some real object, then a photosraoi::,_.. r,: : -:.--
entiated from it as a form of reatity itsetf.

This distinction plays an extremely important role in the =::-.,. - --:..: -:-
spective images. The intent of the plastic arts is to make ne. ,::i -:- .:.. _- :-.-
ating an image for the express pulpose of communica:il_:.::: --:,. _--- - '.__dertakestocreatethemosteffectiveaspectpossibleou:,:_-=r-,, --_,. -,:: -r-



FIL\I AND REALITY

:..: _: i..-:__::::11 . ho$eter. deals in a living reality which is structured pri-

-.--,_. :_ -::_:-. 
"n.l 

$hose configurations are designed to serve that purpose, not

:- : --:::-'-::":: -ts meaning: they may even serve to conceal that purpose as a pro-

::':--.: :::-:s*r3. In a photograph, then, we begin by recognizing a reality, and our

.:=.:--:11pr., led-9es and attitudes are brought into play; only then does the aspect

--e; _:-: :neaningtul in reference to it. The abstract shadow shape in a night scene

., :- -: understood at all until revealed and identified as a person; the bright red shape

::- . prle ground which might, in an abstract, graphic context, communicate a sense

,ri Saien'. conveys something altogether different when recognized as a wound. As

s e g atch a film, the continuous act of recognition in which we are involved is like

a srrip of memory unrolling beneath the images of the film itself, to form the in-

visible underlayer of an implicit double exposure.

The process by which we understand an abstract, graphic image is almost directly

opposite, then, to that by which we understand a photograph. In the first case, the

aipect leads us to meaning; in the second case the understanding which results from

recognition is the key to our evaluation of the aspect.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AUTHORITY AND THE
.CONTROLLED ACCIDENT"

As a reality, the photographic image confronts us with the innocent arrogance of

an objective fact, one which exists as an independent presence, indifferent to our

response. We may in turn view it with an indifference and detachment we do not

have toward the man-made images of other arts, which invite and require our per-

ception and demand our response in order to consummate the communication they

initiate and which is their raison d'Atre. At the same time precisely because we are

aware that our personal detachment does not in any way diminish the verity of the

photographic image, it exercises an authority comparable in weight only to the au-

thority of reality itself.
It is upon this authority that the entire school of the social documentary film is

based. Although expert in the seiection of the most effective reality and in the use

of camera placement and angle to accentuate the pertinent and effective features of

it, the documentarists operate on a principle of minimal intervention, in the inter-

ests of bringing the authority of reality to the support of the moral purpose of the

film.
Obviously, the interest of a documentary film corresponds closely to the inter-

est inherent in its subject matter. Such films enjoyed a period of particular pre-

eminence during the war. This popularity served to make fiction-film producers

more keenly aware of the effectiveness and authority of reality, an awareness which

saye rise to the "neo-realist" style of film and contributed to the still growing trend

.1r$ ard location filming.
Il the theater, the physical presence of the performers provides a sense of real-

:-. '.,, hich induces us to accept the symbols of geography, the intermissions which

::::-s31ti ihe passage of time, and the other conventions which are part of the form.

:-. :.::ot include this physical presence of the performers. They can, however,
-:: ::: --:--- 

=ii-tce of theater by the actuality of landscape, distances, andplace; the
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CINEMATOGRAPHY: THE CREATIVE USE oF REALITY :_ l

stance' may go fast or slow, but, having no necessary pulse, cannot go in slo* -
motion.

Another unique image which the camera can yield is reverse motion. when used
meaningfully, it does not convey so much a sense of a backward movement spa-
tially, but rather an undoing of time. one of the most memorable uses of this oc-
curs in Cocteau's Blood of a Poet, where the peasant is executed by a volley of fire
which also shatters the crucifix hanging on the wall behind him. This scene is fol-
lowed by a reverse motion of the action-the dead peasant rising from the ground
and the crucifix reassembling on the wall; then again the volley of fire, the peasant
falling, the crucifix shattering; and again the filmic resurrection. Reverse motion
also, for obvious reasons, does not exist in abstract films.

The photographic negative image is still another striking case in point. This is
not a direct white-on-black statement but is understood as an inversion of values.
when applied to a recognizable person or scene, it conveys a sense of a critically
qualitative change, as in its use for the landscape on the other side of death in
Cocteau's Orpheus.

Both such extreme images and the more familiar kind which I referred to earlier
make use of the motion-picture medium as a form in which the meaning of the im-
age originates in our recognition of a known reality and derives its authority from
the direct relationship between reality and image in the photographic process. while
the process permits some intrusion by the artist as a modifier of that image, the lim-
its of its tolerance can be defined as that point at which the original reality becomes
unrecognizable or is irrelevant (as when a red reflection in a pond is used for its
shape and color only and without contextual concern for the water or the pond).

In such cases the camera itself has been conceived of as the artist, with distort-
ing lenses, multiple superpositions, etc. used to simulate the creative action of the
eye, the memory, etc. Such well-intentioned efforts to use the medium creatively,
by forcibly inserting the creative act in the position it traditionally occupies in the
visual arts, accomplish, instead, the destruction of the photographic image as real-
ity. This image, with its unique ability to engage us simultaneously on several lev-
els-by the objective authority of reality, by the knowledges and values which ri,e
attach to that reality, by the direct address of its aspect, and by a manipulated rela-
tionship between these-is the building block for the creative use of the mediuni.

THE PLACEMENT OF THE CREATIVE ACT AND
TIME-SPACE MANIPULATIONS

where does the film-maker then undertake his major creative actioi -:. r
terests of preserving these qualities of the image, he restricts himsel::-- -:: -
of accident in the pre-photographic stage and accepts almost ccr--: =:= ..-
from the photographic process as well?

Once we abandon the concept of the image as the end proJ__: :-_ - - _

tion of the creative process (which it is in both the visual "r:. :-_ _,: _-:- :
can take a larger view of the total medium and can see .:.::
strument actually consists of two parts, which flank :r; :::
images with which the camera provides him are like i::-__:



FILM AND REALITY

. -= . : :-:.:: --: not new to motion pictures, but its development was intenupted

:_, ,-- r:---::!-:s ol theatrical traditions into the film medium. The early history of

-- 
,. ,. .:_:::d u-ith archetypal figures: Theda Bara, Mary Pickford, Marlene Diet-

:- ,l:=:'Garbo. charles Chaplin, Buster Keaton, etc. These appeared as person-

i_-::. :-:: as people or personalities, and the films which were structured around

---::-= 
'*3re iike monumental myths which celebrated cosmic truths'

T',--: invasion of the motion-picture medium by modem playwrights and actors

:,--::.aduced the concept of realism, which is at the root of theatrical metaphor and

;:ich. in the a priori reality of photography, is an absurd redundancy which has

>-n.ed merely to deprive the motion-picture medium of its creative dimension. It is

signiticant that, despite every effort of pretentious producers, directors and film crit-

ici ivho seek to raise their professional status by adopting the methods, attitudes,

and criteria of the established and respected art of theater, the major figures-both

the most popular stars and the most creative directors (such as Orson Welles)-con-

tinue to operate in the earlier archetypal tradition. It was even possible, as Marlon

Brando demonstrated, to transcend realism and to become an archetypal realist, but

it would appear that his early intuition has been subsequently crushed under the

pressures of th" ."p"ttory complex, another caffy-over from theater, where it func-

iioned as the means by which a single company could offer a remunerative variety

of plays to an audience while providing consistent employment for its members.

There is no justification whatsoever for insisting on a repertory variety of roles for

actors involved in the totally different circumstances of motion pictures.

PHOTOGRAPHY'S UNIQUE IMAGES

In all that I have said so far, the fidelity, reality, and authority of the photographic

image serve primarily to modify and to support. Actually, however, the sequence

in which we perceive photography-an initial identification followed by an inter-

pretation of the aspect according to that identification (rather than in primarily as-

pectual terms)-becomes irreversible and confers meaning upon aspect in a man-

ner unique to the photographic medium'

I have previously referred to slow-motion as a time microscope, but it has its ex-

pressive uses as well as its revelatory ones. Depending upon the subject and the

context, it can be a statement of either ideal ease or nagging frustration, a kind of

intimate and loving meditation on a movement or a solemnity which adds ritual

weight to an action; or it can bring into reality that dramatic image of anguished

helplessness, otherwise experienced only in the nightmares of childhood' when our

legs refused to move while the terror which pursues us comes ever closer'

Yet, slow-motion is not simply slowness of speed. It is, in fact, something which

exists in our minds, not on the screen, and can be created only in conjunction with

the identifiable reality of the photographic image. When we see a man in the at-

titudes of running and identify the activity as a run' one of the knowledges which

is part of that identification is the pulse normal to that activity. It is because we

tr:3 il\\'are of the known pulse of the identified action while we watch it occur at

: >-rr*er rate of speed that we experience the double-exposure of time which we

r-' I r. .ts slorv-motion. It cannot occur in an abstract film, where a triangle, for in-
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interruptions of intermissions can be transposed into transitions which sustain and
even intensify the momentum of dramatic development; while events and episodes
which, within the context of theatrical artifice. misht not have been convincing in
their logic or aspect can be clcithed in the verity u hich emanates from the reality of
the surrounding landscape, the sun, the streets and buildinss.

In cefiain respects, the very absence in motion pictures of the physical presence
of the performer, which is so important to the theater. can even contribute to our
sense of reality. we can, for example, believe in the erisience of a monster if we
are not asked to believe that it is present in the room n iih us. The intimacy imposed
upon us by the physical reality of other art works presents us i', ::i .lematir,e choices:
either to'identify with or to deny the experience thel,proptr:3. ,rr rtr riiihdrau,alto-
gether to a detached awareness of that reality as merelr' f, rr-3i;rrr-r" Birr rhe film
image-whose intangible reality consists of lights and shacio,.'" i :,-i::-:J :lrough the
air and caught on the surface of a silver screen-comes to ;s :: -:-: :j:l3.riLrn of
another world. At that distance we can accept the realitl'of iii- :::!- :::::-*renral
and extreme of images, and from that perspective we can perc:-.. - :_-.t :::_:::hend
them in their full dimension.

The authority of reality is available even to the most artitici:i -tr.:-r__,>:: rho-
tography is understood as an art of the "controlled accident." Bi ":-::--,=: 

";.-i-denl" I mean the maintenance of a delicate balance between nh;i -: - :r: .r,-r-.J.-
neously and naturally as evidence of the independent life of actuaiii-. . :r r '_ - : r= r> r ---:
and activities which are deliberately introduced into the scene. -{ r:-r..:r r: r-i__i

primarily upon aspect as the means of communicating his intenl. i,,.___ -.-.: :r-r-
mous care in the arrangement of every detail of, forexample. a tre.--, :_:-: _--:
cinematographer, on the other hand, having selected a beach which. r:- :.r = -. - .-
the desired aspect-whether grim or happy, deserted or crowded-mL:: -, --: :, --
trary refrain from overcontrolling the aspect if he is to retain the auij'r,:...-" . : .- -
ity. The filming of such a scene should be planned and framed so as to .-r::r= : - . - -
text of limits within which anything that occurs is compatible with the ir-:..,: --.
scene.

The invented event which is then introduced, though itself an arrit-ic-. -,_::
reality from the reality of the scene-from the natural blowing of the h"-:- -- . ,--
regularity of the waves, the very texture of the stones and sand-in shor-.: :- ,-.

the uncontrolled, spontaneous elements which are the property of actu.r_:.. _,:.,
Only in photography-by the delicate manipulation which I call conr:..-_:_:__,-
dent--can natural phenomena be incorporated into our own creativitr.:i -.-: ::'
image where the reality of a tree confers its truth upon the events we cr.r:; r, -.-:--.-
spire beneath it.

ABSTRACTIONS AND ARCHETYPES

Inasmuch as the other art forms are not constituted of reality itselt-. rhe'. --:::;
metaphors for reality. But photography, being itself the reality or the ecu:'."-:n-.
thereof, can use its own reality as a metaphor for ideas and abstractions. In .l:i1i-
ing, the image is an abstraction of the aspect; in photography, the abstracrion oi an
idea produces the archetypal image.
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corruptible memory; their individual reality is in no way dependent upon their se-

quence in actuality, and they can be assembled to compose any of several state-

ments. In film, the image can and should be only the beginning' the basic material

of the creative action.

All invention and creation consist primarily of a new relationship between known

parts. The images of film deal in realities which, as I pointed out earlier, are struc-

iured to fulfill their various functions, not to communicate a specific meaning. There-

fore they have several attributes simultaneously, as when a table may be, at once,

old, red, and high. Seeing it as a separate entity, an antique dealer would appraise

its age, an artist its color, and a child its inaccessible height. But in a film such a

shot might be followed by one in which the table falls apart, and thus a particular

aspect of its age would constitute its meaning and function in the sequence, with

all other attributes becoming irrelevant. The editing of a film creates the sequential

relationship which gives particular or new meaning to the images according to their

function; it establishes a context, a form which transfigures them without distorting

their aspect, diminishing their reality and authority, or impoverishing that variety

of potential functions which is the characteristic dimension of reality.

Whether the images are related in terms of common or contrasting qualities, in

the causal logic of events which is narrative, or in the logic of ideas and emotions

rrhich is the poetic mode, the structure of a film is sequential. The creative action

in t-ilm. then. takes place in its time dimension; and for this reason the motion pic-

ture. thou-sh composed of spatial images, is primarily a time form'
-\ major portion of the creative action consists of a manipulation of time and

space. B1 ihis I do not mean only such established filmic techniques as flashback,

conrlensa:ion r,-rf iime. parallel action etc. These affect not the action itself but the

rneftod al rer eaiir:g it. In a flashback there is no implication that the usual chrono-

iosiu-ai inieg;ri1' t-ri ihe action itseif is in any way affected by the process, however

disrupied. tri !I.mrln'. Parallel action. as when we see altemately the hero who

rushes ro ihe re:cue and ihe heroine q'hose situation becomes increasingly critical,

iS an omnipresence on ihe part of the camera as a witness of action, not aS a cre-

ator of it.
The kind of manipulation of time and space to rvhich I refer becomes itself part

of the organic structure of a film. There is, for example, the extension of space by

time and of time by space. The length of a stairway can be enormously extended if
three different shots of the person ascending it (filmed from different angles so that

it is not apparent that the identical area is being covered each time) are so edited

together that the action is continuous and results in an image of enduring labor to-

ward some elevated goal. A leap in the air can be extended by the same technique,

but in this case, since the film action is sustained far beyond the normal duration

of the real action itself, the effect is one of tension as we wait for the figure to re-

turn, finally, to earth.
Time may be extended by the reprinting of a single frame, which has the effect

of tieezin-g the figure in mid-action; here the frozen frame becomes a moment of
susoended animation which, according to its contextual position, may convey either

-:3 sense ol critical hesitation (as in the tuming back of Lot's wife) or may consti-

t--: : J,lTrslent on stiilness and movement as the opposition of life and death. The
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reprinting of scenes of a casual situation involving several persons may be used ei-
ther in a prophetic context, as a d6jd-vu; or, again, precise reiteration, by inter-
cutting reprints, of those spontaneous movements, expressions, and exchanges, can
change the quality of the scene from one of informality to that of a stylization akin
to dance; in so doing it confers dance upon non-dancers, by shifting emphasis from
the purpose of the movement to the movement itself. and an informal social en-
counter then assumes the solemnity and dimension of ritual.

Similarly, it is possible to confer the movement of the camera upon the figures
in the scene, for the large movement of a figure in a fijm is conr.e'ed br- the chane-
ing relationship between that figure and the frame of the screen. Ii. as I har-e done
in my recent fllmThevery Eye of Night. one eliminates the horizon line an,l anr-
background which would reveal the movement of the total t'ield. rhen rhe e'e .rc-
cepts the frame as stable and ascribes all movement to the tleure lr irhin ir. Tne hand-
held camera, moving and revolving over the white figures on a totallv biack erouni.
produces images in which their movement is as gravity-free and as rhree-
dimensional as that of birds in air or fish in water. In the absence of an1. absolure
orientation, the push and pull of their interrelationships becomes the major dialogue.

By manipulation of time and space, I mean also the creation of a relationship be-
tween separate times, places, and persons. A swing-pan-whereby a shot of one
person is terminated by a rapid swing away and a shot of another person or place
begins with a rapid swing of the camera, the two shots being subsequently joined
in the blurred area of both swings-brings into dramatic proximity people, places,
and actions which in actuality might be widely separated. one can film different
people at different times and even in different places performing approximately the
same gesture or movement, and, by a judicious joining of the shots in such a man-
ner as to preserve the continuity of the movement, the action itself becomes the
dominant dynamic which unifies all separateness.

Separate and distant places not only can be related but can be made continuous
by a continuity of identity and of movement, as when a person begins a gesture in
one setting, this shot being immediately followed by the hand entering another set-
ting altogether to complete the gesture there. I have used this technique to make a
dancer step from woods to apartment in a single stride, and similarly to transpon
him from location to location so that the world itself became his stage. In mr. -{;
Land, it has been the technique by which the dynamic of the odyssey is re'ersc;
and the protagonist, instead ofundertaking the long voyage of search for adven:_-
finds instead that the universe itself has usurped the dynamic action which \\ :-. :. :-
the prerogative of human will, and confronts her with a volatile and relenrlEs. ::: ,-
morphosis in which her personal identity is the sole constancy.

These are but several indications of the variety of creative timesp";: ,:,-.- --
ships which can be accomplished by a meaningful manipuration of a: =;--:-.:: , -

film images. It is an order of creative action available only to rhe:_-_---r _-. -:
medium because it is a photographic medium. The ideas of conde::..::- ,,- :- - I : _

tension, of separateness and continuity, in which it deals. erp1,::: :_ ---: - :., :;-
greethevariousattributesof thephotographicimage: itst-ideli:. ,ir _-::;r .-:.:
the identity of the person who serves as a transcendent un:r--_. .-::= :,=. :-:-
separate times and places), its reality (the basis of the re;:=_::_-_ . :- - .--i
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::: ]i-,-.r-.:=:. .:i values and rvithout which the geography of location and dis-

.,:.:- :. :. -,: --..i erist). and its authority (which transcends the impersonality and

:.:.:.-----:-. ,r::he image and endows it with independent and objective conse-

:-:::- .

THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY ART FORM

I :nitiared this discussion by referring to the effort to determine what creative film

-r:rn is not. as a means by which we can arrive eventually at a determination of
..ihai it is. I recommend this as the only valid point of depatlure for all custodians

of classifications, to the keepers of catalogues, and in particular to the harassed li-
brarians. who, in their effort to force film into one or another of the performing or

the plastic arts, are engaged in an endless Procrustean operation.

A radio is not a louder voice, an airplane is not a faster car, and the motion pic-

ture (an invention of the same period of history) should not be thought of as a faster

painting or a more real play.

A11 of these forms are qualitatively different from those which preceded them.

They must not be understood as unrelated developments, bound merely by coinci-

dence, but as diverse aspects of a new way of thought and a new way of life-one
in which an appreciation of time, movement, energy, and dynamics is more imme-

diately meaningful than the familiar concept of matter as a static solid anchored to

a stable cosmos. It is a change reflected in every field of human endeavor, for ex-

ample, architecture, in which the notion of mass-upon-mass structure has given way

to the lean strength of steel and the dynamics of cantilever balances.

It is almost as if the new age, fearful that whatever was there already would not

be adequate, had undertaken to anive completely equipped, even to the motion-

picture medium, which, structured expressly to deal in movement and time-space

relationships, would be the most propitious and appropriate art form for expressing.

in terms of its own paradoxically intangible reality, the moral and metaphysical con-

cepts of the citizen of this new age.

This is not to say that cinema should or could replace the other art forms, any

more than flight is a substitute for the pleasures of walking or for the leisurely
panorama of landscapes seen from a car or train window. Only when new things

serve the same purpose better do they replace old things. Art, however, deals in
ideas; time does not deny them, but may merely make them irrelevant. The truths

of the Egyptians are no less true for failing to answer questions which they never

raised. Culture is cumulative, and to it each age should make its proper contribu-
tion.

Horv can we justify the fact that it is the art instrument, among all that fraternity
ol tu'entieth-century inventions, which is still the least explored and exploited; and

::r:i it is the artist-of whom, traditionally, the culture expects the most prophetic

.:-: .. isionary statements-who is the most laggard in recognizing that the formal
- - ::ilosophical concepts of his age are implicit in the actual structure of his in-
:- - -:r: :rd the techniques of his medium?

- :.:.=:-,: rs io take its place beside the others as a full-fledged art form, it must

: : - 
i.: :- :::--. -rr r3Cord realities that owe nothing of their actual existence to the film
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:nstrument. Instead, it must create a total experience so much out of the ven. n3iL:-
--rf the instrument as to be inseparable from its means. It must relinquish the narr:-
:ii e disciplines it has borrowed from literature and its timid imitation of the causal
-t-tsic of narrative plots, a form which flowered as a celebration of the earthbounci.
siep-by-step concept of time, space and relationship which was part of the primi-
:ive materialism of the nineteenth century. Instead, it must develop the vocabulan.
of filmic images and evolve the syntax of filmic techniques which relate those. Ir
must determine the disciplines inherent in the medium, discover its own structural
modes, explore the new realms and dimensions accessible to it and so enrich our
culture arlistically as science has done in its own province.

1960



STAN BRAKHAGE
FROM METAPHORS ON VISION

Imagine an eye unruled by man-made laws of perspective, an eye unprejudiced

by compositional logic, an eye which does not respond to the name of everything

but which must know each object encountered in life through an adventure of per-

ception. How many colors are there in a field of grass to the crawling baby unaware

of "Green?" How many rainbows can light create for the untutored eye? How aware

of variations in heat waves can that eye be? Imagine a world alive with incompre-

hensible objects and shimmering with an endless variety of movement and innu-

merable gradations of color. Imagine a world before the "beginning was the word."
To see is to retain-to behold. Elimination of all fear is in sight-which must be

aimed for. Once vision may have been given-that which seems inherent in the in-
fant's eye, an eye which reflects the loss of innocence more eloquently than any

other human feature, an eye which soon learns to classify sights, an eye which mir-
rors the movement of the individual toward death by its increasing inability to see.

But one can never go back, not even in imagination. After the loss of innocence,

only the ultimate of knowledge can balance the wobbling pivot. Yet I suggest that

there is a pursuit of knowledge foreign to language and founded upon visual com-

munication, demanding a development of the optical mind, and dependent upon per-

ception in the original and deepest sense of the word.
Suppose the Vision of the saint and the artist to be an increased ability to see-

i ision. Allow so-called hallucination to enter the realm of perception, allowing that

:r:nkind always finds derogatory terminology for that which doesn't appear to be

::.::-r. usabie. accept dream visions, day-dreams or night-dreams, as you would so-

-.--:: r::l scenes, even allowing that the abstractions which move so dynamically
-= -.:sed e1'elids are pressed are actually perceived. Become aware of the fact

'--: - - ::r :rot onlv influenced by the visual phenomenon which you are focused

-, - :- - i::-:::: itr Sourd the depths of all visual influence. There is no need for
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the mind's eye to be deadened after infancy, yet in these times the developmenr c:
visual understanding is almost universally forsaken.

This is an age which has no symbol for death other than the skull and bones oi
one stage of decomposition . . . and it is an age which lives in fear of total annihi-
lation. It is a time haunted by sexual sterility yet almost universally incapabie of
perceiving the phallic nature of every destructive manifestation of itself. It is an a_se

which artificially seeks to project itself materialistically into abstract space and to
fulfill itself mechanically because it has blinded itself to almost all extemal realirr'
within eyesight and to the organic awareness of even the physical movement prop-
erties of its own perceptibility. The earliest cave paintings discovered demonstrate
that primitive man had a greater understanding than we do that the object of fear
must be objectified. The entire history of erotic magic is one of possession of fear
thru the beholding of it. The ultimate searching visualization has been directed to-
ward God out of the deepest possible human understanding that there can be no ul-
timate love where there is fear. Yet in this contemporary time how many of us even
struggle to deeply perceive our own children?

The artist has carried the tradition of vision and visualization down through the
ages. In the present time a very few have continued the process of visual perception
in its deepest sense and transformed their inspilations into cinematic experiences. They
create a new language made possible by the moving picture image. They create where
fear before them has created the greatest necessity. They are essentially preoccupied
by and deal imagistically with-birth, sex, death, and the search for God.

CAMERA EYE

Oh transparent hallucination, superimposition of image on image, mirage of move-
ment, heroine of a thousand and one nights (Scheherazade must surely be the muse
of this art), you obstruct the light, muddie the pure white beaded screen (it perspires)
with your shuffling pattems. only the spectators (the unbelievers who attend the
carpeted temples where coffee and paintings are served) think your spirit is in the
illuminated occasion (mistaking your sweaty, flaring, rectangular body for more than
it is). The devout, who break popcom together in your humblest double-feature ser-
vices, know that you are still being bom, search for your spirit in their dreams- a::
dare only dream when in contact with your electrical reflection. Unknowinglr. -
innocent, they await the priests of this new religion, those who can stir cine:--::
entrails divinely. They await the prophets who can cast (with the precision .-- l -,-.-
fucian sticks) the characters of this new order across filmic mud. Being l:-: ,::--
they do not consciously know that this church too is corrupt; but thel r=;-_ , --
counter hallucinations, believing in the stars, and cast themselves amLr:_; --r:-s: _-.
Angelic orders. Of themselves, they will never recognize what ther -: :.._:-_
Their footsteps, the dumb drum which destroys cinema. They are h".- : --,: tr::*
piped into their homes, the destruction of the romance thru mari.::. =::

So the money vendors have been at it again. To the catacLr::-:: ::- - ----:'-
plant this seed deeper in the undergrounds beyond false nourr:__:: _. --,,-i; . _-

ters. Let it draw nourishment from hidden uprising sprines .-ir :.: t r. _ ,-: ;
there be no cavemous congregation but only the netuork _: ,:' -___ :-:rr:-:
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thatnarrorvedvisionwhichsplitsbeamsbeyondrainbowandintotheunknowndi-
mensions. (To those rvtro think this is waxing poetic' squint' give the visual objects

at hand their treedom. and allow the distant to come to you; and when mountains

are moving. r'ou u ill find no fat in this prose)' Forget ideology' for film unborn as

ithasnoian-euageandspeakslikeanaborigine-monotonousrhetoric.Abandon
aestherics-themovin.qpictureimagewithoutreligiousfoundations,letalonethe
cathedrai. rhe art tbrm, starts its search for God with only the danger of accepting

an archirecturrl inheritance from the categorized "seven," other arts its sins' and

closing its cir.-ie. stylistic circle, therefore zero' Negate technique' for film' like

Americ.r. h.rs not been discovered yet, and mechanization, in the deepest possible

SerSi rri ::ti \\ ord. traps both beyond measuring even chances-chances are these

t$ ice: :e";,-hes may someday oibit about the same central negation' Let film be' It

is s..::.;:l':n-i . . . becoming. (The above being tbr creator and spectator alike in

se"rc:-i-.r. an iOeat of anaichic religion where all are priests both giving and re-

cei'.-:-i. r: rliher witch doctors, or better witches' or ' ' ' O' for the unnamable)'

-\:: ::;:. :ome*'hete, we have an eye (I'll speak for myself ) capable of any imag-

::--:. ::.: trnl) reality). And there (right there) we have the camera eye (the limita-

:-t:.. -:_- lrginal liar); yet lyre sings io the mind so immediately (the exalted selec-

:-ir:,. r:,- ....nr. ro foig"t tlut its strings can so easily make puppetry of human

::t:--.:::-.: ilcrr tbrm as"finality) dependent upon attunation, what it's tumed to (ulti-

:-':=--' ::.:ir or tumed from iUlttn) or the way to get out of it (transformation)' I'm

:._: --.: ::,3;..-ns ol that bird on fire (not thinking of circles) or of Spengler (spirals

::..--:: :: :: .r'r knorr'n progression (nor straight lines) logical formation (charted

,='' =.. . ::; :, r:-;;.1 f nrr.',-,rtioi (mapped for scenic points of interest); but I am speak-

-:-: - . :,- .',:.,::-3. n1 self). infinite possibilites (preferring chaos)'

--^*:.:::" i:---'.:. lere. $'e have an eye capable of any imagining' And then we

:-"-.=:--,:-:rr.:r::-.:-l:slensesgroundtoachievelgthcenturyWestemcomposi-
ii!-:-:- :€..:,:-t r : :: a.:, ...-plified by the 19th century architectulal conglom-

er.ii.-: .: :=:... ,-::,: ";iassic; ruin) in bending the light and limiting the frame

of the ::.";: -'-', : . '-. .::ndard camera and projector speed for recording move-

-"n,g."r-":---:---=.--'-,:"itheidealslowViennesewaltz'andevenitstripod
head, being il.i- :-:.:- ,, '''i-.S. on' balled with bearings to permit it that Les Syl-

phides *orion ,ide.- :_- ::: ;i:ilempiative romantic) and virtually restricted to hor-

izontal and venicel i:-:..-:.::t:> ,pill"t. and horizon lines) a diagonal requiring a

major adjustment. irs ier,..s ;.-:::i or provided with filters, its light meters balanced.

and its color film manufrc;u:- j. :.r produce that picture post card effect (salon paint-

ing) exemplifed by those on >!r liue skies and peachy skins'

;y Oe6beratety ipitting on ilie l:ns or *'recking its focal intention,.one can achieve

the early stages of imprJssionisn One can make this prima donna heavy in perfor-

mance of image movement b1' spe.-ding up the motor, or one can break up movement,

inawaythatapproachesamoledirectinspirationofcontemporaryhumaneyeper-
ceptibility of movement, by slo*,ing rhe morion while recording the image. one may

hand hold the camera and inherit $ orids of space. one may over or under-

exposethefilm.Onemayusethei'lltersoltheworld'fog'downpours'unbalanced
ligits, neons with neurotic color temperatures. glass which was never designed for a

.i..ru, or even glass which was but which can be used against specifications, or one
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may photograph an hour after sunrise or an hour before sunset, those marvelous taboo
hours when the film labs will guarantee nothin-e. or one may go into the night with a
specified daylight film or vice versa. one may, become the supreme trickster, with
hatfuls of all the rabbits listed above breedin_e madly. one may, out of incredible
courage, become M6lids, that marvelous man \\ ho _qave even the ..afi of the film" its
beginning in magic. Yet M6lids was not rvitch. rr itch doctor, priest, or even sorcerer.
He was a l9th-century stage magician. His fi1ms crc rabbits.

what about the hat? the camera? or if you uiil. rae srage. the page, the ink, the
hieroglyphic itself, the pigment shaping thar orisi.r- drariins. the musical and/or
all other instruments for copula-and-then-procreuiorl Kun Sachs talks sex (which
fits the hat neatly) in originating musical instrumeni:. .:li Freud's revitalization of
symbol charges all contemporary content in art. \-e::--ss:.s:on rhru visualization
speaks for fear-of-death as motivating force-the ronr .: - _: ::: E-evptian. etc. And
then there's "In the beginning," "once upon a time." .: ::-- -.::-. concept of a work
of art being a "creation." Religious motivation onir ;;;;1-3. -: ::r-j ihe anthropol-
ogist these days-viz., Frazer on a golden bou_eh. -{nd :_ _: _:_€:-:-_lts around the
rosary' beating about the bush, describing. one thread r,:: : :.:- ::--- le entire fab-
ric of expression-the trick-and-effect. And betrveen ii,-:: -.. - , --:.-.. -.rine$.here.
magic ... the brush of angel wings, even rabbits leapi:::::.:,.,.=:.. -i. gi'en
some direction, language corresponding. Dante looks upc,:, :: r -::: - - l -,: rr Rilke
is heard among the angelic orders. still the Night watch '.t.:: :--r,:r :-. i=:-::.indt
and Pollack was out to produce an effect. The oriein.r! ..,..:: ..:: : r-r.. j.t:,1
were all the rules of the game that followed in its rvake. \\-:::, :- -: : -- .:--- -..: ':e
musical or otherwise, it's still a hat with more rabbits ver:.:.:: -_-: :::_ ,":=_::
it-i.e., thought's a trick, etc. Even The Brains for rvhom r.._-::: i ,-: : _ .rl
the word and visi-or-audibility of it, eventually end q'ith a I!=. ,,.:.. , ._--
system in the middle of the amusement park of the universe. I:,;-. r_ , , . --._ _:
experiencing it, screw it lovelessly, find "trick" or "effect" derc:":::-. i:nr- _- - _ i'..
too close for comfort, are utterly unable to comprehend..ma_sic."'r", = 

.-. : --.:-:r._
periencing (copulating) or conceiving (procreating) or ven'rareti :,__-, :-: t. l-__
ing in that moment of living, loving, and creating, givin_e and re.i_-^- _: , - :- _:
so close to the imagined divine as to be more unmentionable thal .- -.::

In the event you didn't know, "magic" is realmed in ..the imagin":-:. -i: -, i-r--
of it being when that which is imagined dies, is penetrated b1- mu:d --: J_... , - r:r'l
than believed in. Thus "reality" extends its picketing fence and er--: -> :_-_,,---:J:- ._
sharpen his wits. The artist is one who leaps that fence at ni_eht. scai:e:! rji :.::,- j ::r,_. _:

thecabbages,hybridseedsinspiredbyboththegardenand*.it-r-e:::--.:..-.,r,:r: _.-_-,

fools and madmen wander, seeds needing several generations io - . -- . _-. -_ . 
=--

edible. Until then they remain invisible, to those with both lee: ,:.-_ _-: =-_ 
- -.;:

prominent enough to be tripped over. Yes, those unsightly bulses fr:'.,, -r -' - - --, ._
even rows will find their flowering moment . . . and then be l-fi--:. --.--; .. - - r:r-..
thrilled at the sight of a critic tentatively munching artichokesl \\';__::.': . __ ::_:::
throw overalls in the eventual collegic chowder? Realize the _sarj=:- s . - _ r -,---.3
growing is mostly underground. Whateverdaily care you mt\.iir3--- __ 

.r:.-r:;j
only by moonlight. However you remember it----everythine in ii oign;::: e.sei,here.
As for the unquotable magic-it's as indescribable as the unbound g o.t-i ir coraes irom.
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(Afoot-on-the-ground-note:ThesketchesofT.E.Lawrence's..realist''artistcom-
punion .u.r. ,..urches to Lawrence's Arab friends. Fraherty's motion picture pro-

;.l,ion of \ANOOK OF THE NORTH was only a play of lights and silhouettes to

the Aleutian Islander Nanook himself. The schizophrenic does see symmetrically'

does believe in the reality of Rorschach, yet he will not yield to the suggestion that

a pinpoint light in a darkened room will move' being the only one capable of per-

ceivingitsstasisconectly.Questionanychildastohisdrawingandhewilldefend
the..reality',ofwhatyou"tui*..scribbles.''Answeranychild'squestionandhewill
shun whatever quest he'd been beginning')

Light, lens concentrated, eitherLums negative films to a chemical crisp which'

whenlabwashed,exhibitstheblackenedpatternofitsruinor,reversalfilm,scratches
theemulsiontoeventuallybleeditwhite.Light,againlensconcentrated,pierces
whiteandcastsitsshadowpattemedselftoreflectuponthespectator.Whenlight
strikes a color emulsion, *ut,lpt" chemical layers restrict its various wave lengths'

restrain its bruises to eventually produce a phenomenon unknown to dogs' Don't

think of creatures of uncol0red vision as restricted, but wonder, rather, and marvel

attheknowninternalmirrorsofthecatwhichcatcheachsparkoflightinthedark-
ness and reflect it to an intensification. Speculate as to insect vision, such as the

bee.ssenseofscentthruultravioletperceptiblity.Tosearchforhumanvisualreal-
ities.manmust,aSinallotherhomomotivation,transcendtheoriginalphysicalre-
strictions and inherit worlds of eyes. The very narrow contemporary moving visual

realitr. is erhausted. The belief in the sacredness of any man-achievement sets con-

crete about it. statues becoming statutes, needing both exPlosives, and earthquakes

fordisrupiion.-\stothepermanencyofthepresentoranyestablishedreality'con-
sider in this light and thru most individual eyes that without either illumination or

photographiclens.anridealanimalmightclawtheblackoffastripoffilmorwalk
ink-footedaclosstlansparentcelluloidandproduceaneffectforprojectionidenti-
cal to a photo-eraphed image. As to color. the earliest color films were entirely hand

painted u f.u.. it a time. The "absolute realism" of the motion picture image is a

human invention.
Whatreflectstiomthescreenisshadorvplay.Look,there'snorealrabbit'Those

earsareindexfin-gersandthenoseaknuck]einterferingwiththelight.Iftheeye
were more perceptive it would see the sleight of 24 individual pictures and an equal

number of utter blacknesses every second of the show. what incredible films might

ultimatelybemadeforsuchun"y".Butthemachinehasalreadybeenfashionedto
outwiteventhatperceptibility,aprojectorwhichflashesadvertisementatsublimi-
nal speed to up the sale of pop.orn' Oh, slow-eyed spectator' this machine is grind-

ing you out of existence. Its eGctrical storms are manufactured by pure white frames

interrupting the flow of the photographed images' its real tensions are a dynamic

interplay Jf two-dimensionai shapes and lines, the horizon line and background

shapes battering the form of the horseback rider as the camera moves with it' the

:un es of the tunnel exploding away from the pursued' camera following' and tun-

--:-:erspectiveconvergingonthepursuer,camerapreceding'thedreamoftheclose-
_: r._: s reing due to tn! tiiear puriiy of facial features after cluttersome background,

-: :1. r; -.-r's soothin-n ,yrup being the depressant of imagistic repetition' a feel-

- - - r -- : - -:-lrr5 ,i].Jp io ,ieep' netieue in it blindly' and it will fool you-mind
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wise, instead of sequins on cheesecloth or max-manu-factured make-up, you'll see
stars. Believe in it eye-wise, and the very comet of its overhead throw from pro-
jector to screen will intrigue you so deeply that its fingering play will move inte-
grally with what's reflected, a comet-tail inte-erity rvhich would lead back finally to
the film's creator. I am meaning, simply. that the rhythms of change in the beam
of illumination which now goes entirely over the heads of the audience would, in
the work of art, contain in itself some qualitl' of a spiritual experience. As is, and
at best, that hand spreading its touch toward lhe screen iaps a neurotic chaos com-
parable to the doodles it produces for reflection. The "ebsolute realism" of the mo-
tion picture image is a 20th-century, essentiallr. \\-esleii-r. rllusion.

Nowhere in its mechanical process does the cameri hol,j eirher mirror or candle
to nature. consider its history. Being machine. ir ha. "ii',"..s been manufacturer of
the medium, mass-producer of stilled abstract ima_ees. i:s -.:1s3-r.lated variance,
the result-movement. Essentially, it remains fabdc"l,:- -: . -,isual lan_euage, no
less a linguist than the typewriter. Yet in the be_sinnin_s. e.::- -: ":: "udience thought
himself the camera, attending a play or, toward the end ..: ::--: :_:;-. ,-Jnera career,
being run over by the unedited filmic image of a locon:c,:.-,: -.'.:_:: :-.j l:rce rushed
straight at the lens, screaming when a revolver seerc;. :-_:=: .:---t-=-: ".ut of the
screen, motion of picture being the original magic of i:- :::.,_::, 1.1:_:j: is cred_
ited with the first splice. Since then, the strip of celluloii i-:. ,r-r::. r:-_. :crealed
itself suited to transformations beyond those conditioned l-. -:_: :-::r, .-a::.::.llr
M6lids' trickery was dependent upon starting and stoppine :-.: :: _: _ ==:-,: :-*;::-anism and between-times creating, adding objects to its t-re-J _: .-, - :. .- -_:.,-
tions, substituting one object for another, and disapperanc.s.'-:r:. -- -.: ,,----*-
tionable. once the celluloid could be cut, the editin-e of rl,:-:: -rr:i:: -r:i:-. --.-i

development toward Eisensteinian montage, the principle oi - :__. I -*.-_-. _: _-

moving imagery as anywhere else. Meantime labs came initr -:_: I _t_-: :: :.:
with the illumination of original film, balancing color temperaiLi.. - _:= - 

= : -: :
imagery in superimposition, adding all the acrobatic grammar o: :,= ,, - -,,. r:l
by D. W. Griffith's dance; fades to mark the montage sentenced n.:: _-_ t _ _r: t:-:-
graph, dissolves to indicate lapse of time between interrelated su:-:::: ::-:- :--
ations in the framing for the epic horizontal composition. origin ,;. il--;-,:.-,-,;
and vertical picture delineating character, or the circle exclamerlt-_: : t.-,,.-=: t:--
tail, etc. The camera itself taken off the pedestal, began to mo\e.::::::- -: .j ,.:-,
in and around its source of material for the eventual intricarelr ir:.:::: _.:__ --
the edited film. Yet editing is stitl in its I,2,3 infancy, and rhe -":. .-= :-r:-t__.,-.
still just developing film, no less trapped by the standards the,.'f: t€:-_ : . .1 ::
camera by its original mechanical determination. No ver;' ,erea: :_-::: -- ,. =, -. :- '
made to interrelate these two or three processes, and alrearjr ;:t::-:: _: :'-r:--ri
possible, the projector as creative instrument with the film shr_-..i = r-:.-: _- :.=:--_ -
mance, celluloid or tape merely source of material to the pro;e::-t:----: -. ,-:::-- .

this expression finding its origins in the color, or the scent. or -ir--- _.-:__:.::' --:-
gan, its most recent manifestations-the increased programm:i_t :,t:.:.:-:_ :- ::--
IBM and other electronic machines now capable of inventin_s im.3::-_. .:.:--, :::r:.:.
considering then the camera eye as almost obsolete. it can ai l:sr'ce'. 1;.,.3j.r5-
jectively and, perhaps, viewpointed with subjective depth as ne\.ei beiore. Iis lie is
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truly all before it. The future fabricating machine in performance will invent im-

ages as patterned after clich6 vision as those of the camera, and its results will suf-

fer a similar claim to "realism," IBM being no more God nor even a "Thinking ma-

chine" than the camera eye all-seeing or capable of creative selectivity, both

essentially restricted to "yes-no," "stop-go," "on-off," and instrumentally dedicated

to communication of the simplest sort. Yet increased human intervention and con-

trol renders any process more capable of a balance between sub-and-objective ex-

pression, and between those two concepts, somewhere, soul . . . The second stage

of transformation of image editing revealed the magic of the movement. Even though

each in the audience then proceeded to believe himself part of the screen reflection,

taking two-dimension visual characters as his being within the drama, he could not

become every celluloid sight runnin-q thru the projector, therefore allowance of an-

other viewpoint. and no attempt to make him believe his eye to be where the cam-

era eye once was has ever since proven successful---€xcepting the novelty of three-

dimension, audiences jumping rvhen rocks seemed to avalanche out of the screen

and into the theatre. Most still imagine. however, the camera a recording mecha-

nism, a lunatic mirroring, now full of sound and fury presenting its half of a sym-

metrical pattem, a kaleidoscope with the original pieces of glass missing and their

movement removed in time. And the instrument is still capable of winning Stan-

ford's bet about horse-hooves never all leaving the ground in galloping' though Stan-

ford significantly enough used a number of still cameras with strings across the track

and thus inaugurated the flip-pic of the penny arcade, Hollywood still racing after

the horse. Only when the fans move on to another track can the course be cleared

for this eye to interpret the very ground, perhaps to discover its non-solidity, to cre-

ate a contemporary Pegasus, without wings, to fly with its hooves, beyond any imag-

ining, to become gallop, a creation. It can then inherit the freedom to aglee or dis-

agree with 2000 years of Westem equine painting and attain some comparable

aesthetic stature. As is, the "absolute realism" of the motion picture image is a con-

temporary mechanical myth. Consider this prodigy fbr its virtually untapped talents,

viewpoints it possesses more readily recognizable as visually non-human yet within

the realm of the humanly imaginable. I am speaking of its speed for receptivity

which can slow the fastest motion for detailed study, or its ability to create a con-

tinuity for time compression, increasing the slowest motion to a comprehensibility.

I am praising its cyclopean penetration ofhaze, its infra-red visual ability in dark-

ness, its just-developed 360 degree view, its prismatic revelation of rainbows, its

zooming potential for exploding space and its telephotic compression of same to

t-latten perspective, its micro- and macroscopic revelations. I am marvelling at its

S.-hlaeran self capable of representing heat waves and the most invisible air pres-

:-:::. tnd appraising its other still camera developments which may grow into mo-

- -:-:..:enderin_q visible the illumination of bodily heat, its transformation of ul-

:: - 
=:: :,r human cognizance, its penetrating X-ray. I am dreaming of the mystery

__--:-_ __t:t_3 tri graphically representing the form of an object after it's been re-

- : - -- - : - r ::oiographic scene, etc. The "absolute realism" of the motion pic-

-:: - - -:: --: -. ::.-:3:Lrre pOtential. magiC.
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SERGET EISENSTE,IN, VSEVOTOD
PUDOVKIN, AND GRIGgRI ALEXANDROV

STATE,MENT ON SOUND

Our cherished dreams of a sound cinema are being realised. The Americans,

having developed the technique of sound cinema, have embarked on the first stage

to\\ ards its rapid practical implementation. Germany is working intensively in the

s:me direction. The whole world now speaks of the 'silent' that has found its

r-oic-e.

\\-e rr.hr-r uork in the USSR recognise that, given our technical capabilities, the

pruciicel implemeniaiion of sound cinema is not feasible in the near future. At the

same iime ri e consider it opponune to make a statement on a number of prerequi-

site theoreticai principles. prrrticuiarll' as. according to reports reaching us, attempts

are bein-e made io use this neu improvement in cinema for the wrong purposes. In
addition. an incoffecr understanding of the potential of lhe new technical invention

might not only hinder the development and improvement of cinema as an art form
but might also threaten to destroy all its formal achievements to date.

Contemporary cinema, operating through visual images, has a powerful effect on

the individual and rightfully occupies one of the leading positions in the ranks of
the arts.

It is well known that the principal (and sole) method which has led cinema to a

position of such great influence is montage. The confirmation of montage as the

principal means of influence has become the indisputable axiom upon which world
cinema culture rests.

The success of Soviet pictures on world screens is to a significant extent the re-

sult of a number of those concepts of montage which they first revealed and as-

serted.

And so for the further development of cinema the significant features appear to

be those that strengthen and broaden the montage methods of influencing the audi-
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STATEMENT ON SOUND

ence. If we examine every new discovery from this standpoint it is easr to di::i:-
guish the insignificance of colour and stereoscopic cinema in comparison g irh ;h:
great significance of sound.

Sound is a double-edged invention and its most probable application rvili be along
the line of least resistance, i.e. in the field of the satisfactiott of sintple curio5in.

In the first place there will be commercial exploitation of the most saleable 
-soods.i.e. of talking pictures-lhose in which the sound is recorded in a natural manner.

synchronising exactly with the movement on the screen and creating a certain .il-
lusion' of people talking, objects making a noise, erc.

The first period of sensations will not harm the development of the new art: rhe
danger comes with the second period, accompanied by the loss of innocence and
purity of the initial concept of cinema's new textural possibilities can only inten-
sify its unimaginative use for 'dramas of high culture' and other photographed pre-
sentations of a theatrical order.

sound used in this way will destroy the culture of montage, because every mere
addition of sound to montage fragments increases their inertia as such and their in-
dependent significance; this is undoubtedly detrimental to montage which operates
above all not with fragments but through the juxtaposition of fragments.

only the contrapuntal use of sound vis-d-vis the visual fragment of montage wili
open up new possibilities for the devel0pment and perfection of montage.

The first experiments in sound rnust aim at a sharp tliscortl with the vistnl im-
ages. only such a 'hammer and tongs' approach will produce the necessary sensa-
tion that will result consequently in the creation of a new orchestral counterpoint
of visual and sound images.

The new technical discovery is not a passing moment in the history of cinema
but an organic escape for cinema's cultural avant-garde from a whole series of blind
alleys which have appeared inescapable.

We must regard as the first blind alley the intertitle and all the vain attempts to
integrate it into montage composition as a unit of montage (fragmentation of an in-
tertitle, magnification or contraction of the lettering, etc.).

The second blind alley comprises explanatory sequences (e.g. long shots) *'hicl:
complicate the composition of the montage and slow down the rhythm.

Every day the problems of theme and plot grow more complex; attempts to : r-i -
them by methods of purely'visual'montage either lead to insoluble protle:,. -
involve the director in fantastic montage constructions, provokin_e a tt;: .:-
struseness and reactionary decadence.

Sound, treated as a new element of montage (as an independent r*--:-- : : --
bined with the visual image), cannot fail to provide new and enornr_:,- ., :-_
means of expressing and resolving the most complex problems..*1__r -- : -,:,:-
depressing us with their insurmountability using the imperfect flt:--: _,.: - _ _ - - -.-
operating only in visual images.

The contrapuntal methodof structuring a sound film nrrr ::,,. : r. - :_, :-
the international nature oJ'cinema but gives to its me:r::-t _rt_--_ : :_ .-:-_--
and cultural heights.

With this method of construction the sound tilm i,:-_ r.i r.: -'-t- .-:_ .., -
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national markets, as has happened with the theatrical play and will happen with the

'filmed' play, but will provide an even greater opportunity than before of speeding

the idea contained in a film throughout the whole globe, preserving its world-wide
viability.
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FROM COMING TO TE,RMS

THE CINEMATIC NARRATOR

i'' its nature, cinema resists traditional language-centered notions of the narra-
- clearly, most films do not "tell" their stories in any usual sense of the word.

-_,: counter-intuitiveness of a film's "telling" calls into question ,.enunciation', 
the-

-:: of cinematic narration. In the 1960s Christian Metz and other film theoreti-
: is. attracted by the success of linguistics, applied linguistic principles to the study
- :he fiction film. Metz quickly realized, however, that film is not a ,.language;'

, -: another kind of semiotic system with "articulations" of its own. still, neither he--: other enunciation theoristslhave succeeded in separating our film's more gen-
:::Jly semiotic properties from the linguistic formulas. As David Bordwell has
:r-ur\\'D,2 Metz could not, for example, illustrate the utility for film narratology of
:: linguistic distinction between histoire and discours drawn by Emile Benveniste.3

E.g., Jean-Pierre oudart, "cinema and suture," scre en 18 (l977Jg), 35-47; and Daniel Dayan, ..The
l-:or-Code of Classical Cinema," lnMovies and Methods, vol. l, ed. Bill Nichols (Berkeley: University
:: Califomia Press, 1976), pp. 438-50----effectively answered by william Rothman, .,Againit the System

_:,1136.1
:David Bordwell , Narration in the Fiction Filn (Madison: University of Wisconsin press, 1985), chap. 2.

: :r another good critique, see No€l Carroll, Mt,stirtl.ng Mariles (New yoik: Columbia University press, 19gg).

-'See 
Christian Metz, "Story/Discourse (A Note on Two Kinds of voyeurism),', in The Innginary sig-

::ier, trans. Celia Britton (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981). Benveniste's viewi upp"u. in
?roblimes de linguistique gindrale,2 vols. (paris: Gallimard, 1966,1974); the first volume has been
:-tblished as Problems in General Linguistics, trans. Mary Elizabeth Meek (Coral Gables, Fla.: Univer-
.rrv of Miami Press, 1971). For Benveniste, discours refers to enunciations that contain references to the
.:eaker and/or listener: thus to sentences with personal pronouns, imperatives, "deictic" adverbs, etc. Iljs-
:tire,on the otherhand, comprises enunciations that do not contain such marks, thus giving the impres-
.ion of a totally impersonal account. This sense is especially strong for French speakeis, because French
1as a tense form, thepds.sy'.timple or aorist, which is used solely for literary narrative. For a full discus-
:ion of the implications of this distinction, see the work of Ann Banfield, esp. Unspeakable Setfiertces:
\urration and Representation in the Innguage of Fiction (London: Routledge & Kegan paul, 19g2). \fr
!r\\'n use of "story" and ..discourse,' is unrelated to Benveniste's.

473
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-\rL-rns the many critical difficulties of enunciation theory, the most obvious is

i:"i rerbal activity fumishes no easy analogy with visual activity. Benveniste's the-

Jn cannot demonstrate (as Metz suggests) that the camera's "look" constitutes a

i.rrretion or that the viewer somehow becomes the "enunciator."4

Bordrvell's own theory of film narration is so admirably constructed as to deserve

iiidespread acceptance and extended discussion. My only real criticism is that it
goes too far in arguing that film has no agency corresponding to the narrator and

that film narrative is best considered as a kind of work wholly performed by the

spectator. Bordwell allows for film a "narration" but not a narrator. In a move re-

sembling that of reader-response theorists, he founds his theory squarely on the

viewer's activity, seeing in it an act of "construction." From the various cues stream-

ing off the screen and loudspeaker, the audience "constructs" the narrative through

intricate hypothesizing, entailing the entire range of mental activity from perception

to cognition. Bordwell winnows the literature on visual perception and perspectival

systems in art, enriching his findings with sophisticated notions of discourse pro-

cessing. Bordwell's viewer is not a passive object "positioned" by what happens on

the screen but an active participant-indeed, an agent-who virtually creates the

film's narration. Utilizing concepts like "schemata" and "templates," Bordwell
sketches a persuasive model of what the viewer does to tum the flashes and sounds

impinging on her attention into a series of perceptible images, which she then in-
terprets as a story.

The theory rests on the Russian Formalist distinction between fabula, syuzhet,

and style (terms whose differences from the narratological "story," "discourse,"

and "actualization" are important, but not in the present context). The fabula, says

Bordwell, "embodies the action as a chronological cause-and-effect chain of events

occurring within a given duration and a spatial field." Syuzhel is "the actual arrange-

ment and presentation of the fabula in the film."s The fabula is a totally implicit-
or, from the viewer's perspective, inferred-structure. The syuzhet presents only a

small selection of the "total fable."6 A syuzhet (or "discourse") approach to narra-

tive structure is preferable to a passive "enunciatory" one because it "avoids

surface-phenomena distinctions (such as person, tense, meta-language) and relies

upon more supple principles basic to all narrative representation."T

aBordwell goes into detail to show the dilficulties of applying enunciation theory to film studies (Nar-

ration in the Fiction Film,pp.2I-25).8.g., Mark Nash, "Vampl-r and the Fantastic," Screen 17, no. -:

(I976), 29-61 , "must reject nearly all of Benveniste's 'means of enunciation' (e.g. verb tense, signs o:

time) as inapplicable," and the only one left, "person," is given a questionable filmic equivalent ("Wh::
nould a second-person image look like'?" asks Bordwell). He linds similar problems in the work ci
Franqors Jost, Nick Browne, Alain Bergala, Marie Ropars-Wuilleaumier, Raymond Bellour, and Stephe:.

H;eth.
jBordrvell, Narration in the Fiction Film,p.49. As I argued in Story- and Discourse: Narrative Slrui-

:r., ;t Fittion and Film (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1978), pp. 45-48, causality is not the on,r
:::::l r,rinciple (additional to temporal sequentiality) that connects story events. I proposed the te.-
: ::::::;:cr'" to explain those cases not explained by strict causality. Bordwell (p. 51) seems to be r:-
:-r: .- :r3ie other possibilities when he speaks of "parallelism." E.g., in Rear Window, the courtla::

- :-:- :..:sri.tling a variety of amatory relationships do not, strictly speaking, fit into the causal p":-
:- r: :::. :: :r: Thonvald murder plot or the Jeff-Lisa love plot, but they do form a kind of parallei .-
:: - -:-i - -' , : - : : ' :-..'i:,'-i. aiter Aristotle, in Chatman, Story and Discourse, pp. 19, 43.

' .. '..:. : .': tl:, Fittiott Fihn.p.51.
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THE CINEMATIC NARRATOR ,_T

" 'Style' fin tum] names the film's systematic use of cinematic der,ices..: .,:r:r,:
the syuzhet (which is a component of narrative in any medium whatsoe'er,. -: :.medium-specific. Bordwell treats style and syuzhet as tomparable systems (rnolq:_
the latter rends to "dominare" rhe former): .;syuzher and siyle "*ri ,.."i-oliii.i,
aspects of the phenomenal process. The syuzhet embodies the film as a .drama:u:_
gical' process; style embodies it as a 'technical' one."s Applying the word ..em-
bodies" to both these levels is a bit problematic, however, unless*the embodimer:
is understood to be rayered. To my mind, it makes sense to say that the sy,.uzhe:
"arranges" the fabula into a text, but the style ctctualizes that arrangement; thar is.it "embodies" the total narrative. Again, none of these-we must ilways remem_
ber-have any independerl existence; they are all constructs proposed by theon..
the better to explain the workings of film narrative.

Bordwell believes that narration is a dynamic process: ,.Formal 
systems borh cue

and constrain the viewer's construction of a story." But his emphasis is on what the
viewer makes of the visuar and auditory data impinging on heiconsciousness more
than on the nature of the data themselves. The very term ..construction,' 

suggests
that the important work is done by the viewer. In some sense, Bordwell takes thefilm itself, in its various rayered structures, as already given. Thus, he rejects the
notion of a cinematic narrator inherent in the film and-a[ues instead for something
he calls "nanation": "Narration is the process whereby ie film,s sluzhet and style
interact in the course of cuing and channeling the spectator,s construction of the
fabula" (original emphasis).e

It is a little unclear how this process occurs, whether it is intemal to the viewer_
in which case style and syuzhet "interact" only within her perception and cogni-tion-or whether there is some kind of interchange between the screen and the
viewer. If the latter, then "narration" at least partly inhabits the film-in which case,
we can legitimately ask why it should not be granted some status as an agent. But
Bordwell is opposed to the notion of narrative agency because .,nanator', 

connotes
"human being" to him. "If no voice or body gets identified as a rocus of narration,,,
he asks: "can we still speak of a narrator as being present in a film? In other words,
must we go beyond the process of narration to locate an entity which is its source?"
His answer is an unqualified no:

In watching films, we are seldom aware of being tord something by an entity resem-
bling a human being. . . . narration is better unde'rstood as the orlanization of a set of
cues for the construction of.a story. This presupposes a perceiver, but not any sender,of a message. . ' . On the principle that we orghi not to proliferate theoretical entities
without need, there is no point in positing corimunication as the fundamental processof all n_arration, only ro grant thaimost iilms ,,efface" or,,.*.ul;iti, f.o""rr. ru,
better' I think, to give the narrational process the power to signal undei certain cir-
cumstances that the spectator should construct a narrator.l0

8lbid., p.50.
ebia', pp. 49, 53. other tllm theorists who argue against the cinematic narrator are Edward Br:i::--:-| ^{ l/i^-,. :,- !I-.- -:Point of View in the Cinema: A Theon, ryf Narra'tion intl Subiectivin i,, Ctrrsrirot iii- (n";i;;i;.-::

1984); and Brian Henderson, "Tense, Mood, and voice in Film (Notes after Genette),,, Fitnt e,:.::-36, no. 4 (1983), 4-17.
r0Bordwell, Narration itt the Fiction Film, pp. 6142
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What does it mean to say that a film is "organized" but not "sent"? Who or what

organizes it-not originally, of course, but right there on the screen during projec-

tion? Bordwell does not tell us. He seems concemed only with the agent of per-

ception, not the agent of narration; that is, he equates the agent of perception with
the act of narration. But surely the film-already "organized"-somehow gets to

the theater and gets projected; something gets "sent." If we argue that "nanator"
names only the organization and sending agency and that that agency need not be

human, as the dictionary tells us it need not, much of Bordwell's objection seems

obviated, and we are spared the uncomfortable consequences of a communication

with no communicator-indeed, a creation with no creator. We need some Iheotet-

ical concept to explain the preexistence of what Nick Browne calls the "authority
which can be taken to rationalize the presentation of shots."l1

In my view, it is not that the viewer constructs but that she reconstrucrs the film's
narrative (along with other features) from the set of cues encoded in the film.l2
Bordwell admirably describes many of these cues, but he does not explain their

mode of existence in the film, only in the viewer. By "mode of existence" I don't
mean how some real production team prfi them in the film but how they exist in
any projection. The viewer certainly hasn't put them there, so it seems a bit odd to
talk about "narration" as if she had.

Bordwell relies on G6rard Genette and Meir Stemberg, but I doubt that either
u'ouid countenance, for general narratology, a narrative text without a narrator.

Though conceding that Stemberg thinks of narrators as "conscious agents," Bord-
rrell believes that film deals only in "processes." He argues that a process can be

called. sal'. "knowledgeable" in the same way that a picture can be called "grace-

1u1." There is good reason to agree that a painting or a piece of music or a poem or
a t-rlm is rn "aesthetic object" and that "gracefulness," "cheerfulness," and the like
ma1 b; s:id ro be among its properties or "aesthetic qualities."l3 But it is one thing
to arsue th:i "gracefulness" is a property of an aesthetic object and quite another

to make ihe o-oject. "narration" (rather than the agent, "narrator"), the subject of
verbs that perlbnn thin-es. Such verbs. by definition. presuppose agency. Objects

and processes ma1' har e qualities. but only agents can do things. There is somethin-e

disconcerting about such statements as "A film's narration can be called more or
less knowledgeable." To sa1' that an aesthetic object or process is "graceful" means

that it strikes some observer as possessing grace. To say that it is "knowledgeable"
is to say that it knows something, but if it knows something it must be more than

an object or a process-it must be an agent (though the agent need not be human:

my computer, for example, "knows" a lot). Normally, "process" refers either to :
natural happening or to something set in motion by someone or something. But ::

rrNick Browne, The Rhetoric o_f Filmic Narratiort (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research Press. 19Sl
p.1.

l2Bordwell's theory puts an odd cast on other terms as well: e.g., "representation." He writes: "T-:-

spectator possesses stylistic schemata as well as others, and these invariably affect the overall proc:,,
of narrative representation" (Narrution in the Fiction F-ilm, p. 53). But surely the viewer does not ":::-
resent'!-or even re-present-the film in any usual sense of the word.

r-'Ibid.. pp. 57-5t1. For the useful concepts of"aesthetic objects" and "aesthetic qualities," see \1-:'
:r: Beardsley. Aesthetics,2d ed. (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 19ii1), esp. pp. 38, 63-6-5. Bcardslel :.-:-
:-:::::j his position in i981 in the postscript to the second edition; see esp pp. xxviii-xxxi.
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something can know, present, recognize, communicate, acknowledge, be trustwor-
thy, be aware of things, then surely it is too active a concept to be a mere happen-
ing or process. Knowing, presenting, recognizing, and the rike are deeds, and deeds
logically entail a doer. If "narration" indeed ,.does,, these things, it is by definition
an agent, and so requires not the object-nominalizer..-tion" but the nomina agentis
"-er".

The status of "narration" in Bordweil's narrative hierarchy is also unclear. on
one occasion he seems to treat "narration" as the synonym of ,.syuzhet": ,.In most
narrative films the narration does rearrange fabula order, principaily through verbal
recounting and in expository passages. It is more unusual to find the syuzhet en-
acting fabula events oul of chronological sequence." But in a footnote explaining
the difference between his own use of "syuzhet" and..fabula', and.Genette's ricit
and histoire, he defines "narration" as syuzhet plus style (what I would call the ac-
tualization of the narrative in a medium).la Thus it is unclear whether he means to
put "narration" at the same level with fabula or at a level higher.

Bordwell argues that "narration" controls the amount and placement of fabula in-
formation in the syuzhet through three instruments, which he names ,.knowledge,',
"self-consciousness," and "communicativeness."rs The first and third are nominal-
ized forms of the verbs "know" and "communicate,,, and the second is a nominal_
ization of an adjective generally applied to human beings. Bordwell uses the terms
quite consistently, and they have a certain viability, once you get used to them. But
this personification of narration, a mere "process," seems to mystify more than it
clarifies. consider "knowledge": Bordwell asks, ,.what range of knorvled-ee does
the narration have at its disposal?" The "ran_se" _qoes from hi_ehl1, restricted ro total
knowledge' This corresponds to literary criticism's rvell-knorvn distinction between
"limited" and "omniscient" points of view (or what I shall call .,slant,'). But whence
the knowledge? Since Bordwell rejects the concept of the implied author,16 he can
only mean that "narration" itself decides how much it shall permit itself to know:
this much, but not that much. But if, as I have argued above, it is already incon-
gruent to attribute "knowledge" to a literary narrator how much more so to attribute
it to a mere "process." Here, if we really must speak of "knowing,,, we should ad-
vert to the overall design of the text, the textual intent, bref-the implied author.

"Self-consciousness" entails similar problems. Bordwell does noiuse this term
in its usual literary critical sense: that is, to refer to those (typically Modemist and
postmodemist) effects by which the narrator comments sn-2nd thereby demysti-
fies-the process of narration itself.l7 He means by it, rather, the extent to which
"the narration displays a recognition that it is addressing an audience," ..nanation's
greater or lesser acknowledgement that a tale is being presented for a perceiver.,' It

r
t
I
)

raBordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film,pJS.
1slbid., pp. 57-61.
r6lbid., p.62.
lTThe.concept has suggested many synonyms, as pointed our by Linda Hutcheon. ,\'ar.:. . ; - ..:-rative: The Metalictional Pnradox (waterloo, onr.: wilfrid LaurieiUniversity press. i9! .: - _: rr

conscious," "self-reflective," "self'-informing," "self-reflexive,"..auto-refe;ential."-.--:-:.::--.-_
tional," and her own term "narcissistic." See also Robeft Alter, partial lltiz:--: _ . .

Self-Conscious Genre (Berkeley: University of Califomia press, 1976).
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is a iiule hard to understand how "nanation" can do this kind of acknowledging'

Films do not frequently address the "dear viewer" the way the literary nalrator may

address the "dear reader." One of Bordwell's examples is Eisenstein's "having char-

acters look at or gesture to the audience," a device also occurring in Annie Hall.
But rvhy should we understand it to be the "narration" (or even the narrator) who

addresses us at such moments, rather than the characters----especially since Bord-

rvell goes on to have it both ways? "Self-consciousness" is marked not only by char-

acters addressing the audience but also by those tuming away from it: "Antonioni

will stage scenes with characters turned away from us, and the overt suppression of
their expressions and reactions becomes in context a token of the narration's aware-

ness of the viewer."l8
Finally, "communicativeness": "Although a nalration has a particular range of

knowledge available," writes Bordwell, "the nalration may or may not communi-

cate all that information." That is, "the degree of communicativeness can be judged

by considering how willingly the narration shares the information to which its de-

gree of knowledge entitles it." "Communicativeness" is independent of "knowl-

edge," he claims; both an omniscient text such as The Birth of a Nation and a re-

stricted one such as Rear Window may be highly communicative. In the former, the

"narration" knows everything; in the latter that narration is "generally communica-

tive in that (on the whole) it tells us all that Jeff knows at any given moment."

Shadow of a Doubt also restricts itself to the filter of a single character, Charlie.

But in that film, unlike Rear Window, at a certain moment "the narration holds back

exactly the sort of information to which it has earlier claimed complete access, even

though it immediately thereafter resumes his filter."le
I go into Bordwell's excellent theory in such detail because, except for our dif-

ferences on the cinematic narrator, it is so close to my own. We both want to argue

that film does belong in a general narratology; we both want to argue that films are

nanated, and not necessarily by a human voice. We differ chiefly in the kind of
agency we propose for the narrative transmission. It comes down, as I say, to the

difference between "-tion" and "-er."
But there is one other difference, turning on the word "knowledge." In my the-

ory, the narrator communicates all of and only what the implied author provides.

How the narrator came to "know" the provided information seems a nonquestion.

Without the implied author, it is pointless to talk about "knowledge," even if rl.e

substitute "narrator" for "narration." The question is one not of knowing but of hoi'.

much and what information the cinematic nanator is programmed by the implie;
author to present. Only the implied author can be said to "know," because the in-
plied author has invented it all. For each reading or viewing the implied author i:-
\.ents the narrative, both discourse and story. The cinematic nalrator presents $'h":

-1-re cinematic implied author requires. Just as it is the implied author who choo::.
.,':.i the adult Pip tells in Great Expectations,it is the implied author of Rear li.":-

- .: '.i 10 decides what the "camera" shows "on its own," what it shows as filte:. :
:- -- -ir -jetf's perception, and what it does not show at all. And just as literat- .
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iiiul -:.:--e tbr "career-authorship," so does cinema. Indeeci. n_:: :- _.. -: -- "':
rr. :,: r.-!;er explained as cinematic career-authorship. Part of $h:: B::-.. = , :_
:l,r ':i-ste\t" is implicit in the signatures on films: a "Hitchcock" r-:.=_ _. - ._:_.

:': - :-sDense; an "Antonioni" film is likely to contain tentps mon h.r-:: _:- .-.._.

.-= .ndscape; a "Fellini" film is likely to merge on-screen and corcr:t;:-:,:.,=.,.. :
:,.:iell too readily rejects the need for the concept of cinematic implic: .--

: 1-,-t. a concept that I find no less vital to cinematic than to general narr:::.:
:::" :-.. Films, like novels, present phenomena that cannot otherwise be accour-::'
- : -Jh as the discrepancy between what the cinematic narrator presents &td ri i:::

:: ---,:r as a whole implies. "Unreliable narration," though not frequent, exisrs ::-
- --:rr-r. as well as in literature. As I argued in a previous chapter, unreliable narra-
: - ::esents the clearest but not the only case for the implied author. If the sole
' - :: of the ostensible story is a narrator, and if we come to believe that the "facts"
-j: rtrt as the narrator presents them, there can only be some other and overriding
',--;e of the story, the source we call the implied author. This possibility exists in
- : ,-inema just as much as in literature, though it has not been exercised very of-

' --because, perhaps, the viewing public is not as ready for narrative ironies as is
- ; reading public.

Siil1 there are a few clear-cut examples. The most frequently discussed is Hitch-
:,ck's Stage Fright (1950).20 The first half of the film contains a notorious "lying
--..hback": a false version of a murder is related by Johnny (Richard Todd), an un-
-:ilable homodiegetic-narrator. In the first shot we see a frontal view of Johnny and
=ie (Jane Wyman) speeding to Eve's father's house. Johnny is saying, "I had to
--,:ip her [Charlotte Inwood, played by Marlene Dietrich, who has goaded him into
:-urdering her husbandl. Anybody would. I was in my kitchen about five o'clock.
The door bell rang . . ." Dissolve to what purports to be the "story itseif'-Johnny
..pening the door, then a close-up of Charlotte's bloodstained skirt and Dietrich's

"oice begging him to help her. Next, Johnny is shown going to Charlotte's home,
-rpening the bedroom door, looking at a poker on the ground near Inwood's corpse,
stepping over him, and getting a fresh dress from the closet.

In our first viewing we have no reason to believe that this is not an accurate ren-
dition of events. Only retrospectively, after Johnny admits to Eve his criminal ten-
dency and a previous murder, do we realize that the camera has conspired with
Johnny to deceive us, that Johnny's flashback was a lie. Johnny could not have seen

Charlotte's husband already dead on the floor, because he had killed Inwood him-
self. Clearly, Johnny narrates the first, untrue version of the story, not only in his
dialogue with Eve in the car but also by means o/ the ensuing visual sequence.
The camera collaborates with, subserves the narrator by misrepresenting, "mis-
showing," the facts of the case. Here, seeing is precisely not believing. What we see

is literally untrue: it was not the case that Johnny returned for the dress and that he
entered the room to see the body already dead. Nor is it the case that "the camera"
narrates the false sequence "on its own." Rather, everything that we see and hear

20See Kristin Thompson, "The Duplicitous Text: An Analysis of Stage Fright," Fitm Rearter 2 (\977 ).

5244.
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::----'.'.> Johnny's scenario. Thus, even when his voice-over falls silent, he remains

-.-: :rnirollin-s, if unreliable, narrator of the flashback.2l
S.r. lor this film at least, it does not seem true that "personified nanators are in-

-. 

":iabll' swallowed up in the overall narrational process of the film, which they do
iial produce."22 At the narrative level, Johnny and Johnny alone "produces" the seg-
ment in any narratologically meaningful sense of that word, since every cinematic
tool----editing, lighting, commentative music-works to actualize his lie. During
these scenes, Johnny prevails over the cinematic narrator. He is "responsible" for
the lying images and sounds that we see and hear. Only later does the convention-
ally reliable cinematic narrator, reappropriating all the cinematic tools, take up the
true story. Our judgment that Johnny's version of the story is unreliable depends on
our decision that the later version of the story is reliable. And we uilst acknowl-
edge that this does not happen by chance but is part of a design of communication.
Who has invented both the incorrect and the correct versions? Bordwell's theory
would have to say "the narration." But which narration, since there are two com-
peting ones? Controlling both narrations there must be a broader textual intent-the
implied author. It is the implied author who juxtaposes the two narrations of the
story and "allows" us to decide which is true.23

In short, in cinema as in literature, the implied author is the agent intrinsic to the
story whose responsibility is the overall design-including the decision to commu-
nicate it through one or more nanators. Cinematic narrators are transmitting agents
of narratives, not their creators. Granted, Stage Fright is an unusual movie, but it
cannot be ignored in constructing a theory of cinematic narration, for it is precisely
the unusual possibility that tests the limits of a theory. A theory of narrative cin-
ema should be able to account not only for the majority of films but also for the

2lWe must be precise in our use of the term "unreliable nanation." It is a meaningful concept onl]
when it refers to the actual and overt misrepresentation or distortion ofstory "facts," by nanator's guile.
naivet6, or whatever. It must refer, I believe. to a narrator's acts of commission, not ol omission. The
omission of crucial data in the unraveling of a story is not a matter of unreliability but of that special
form of analepsis which, as G6rard Genette puts it, "sidesteps" an event and which he dubs "paralipsis."
Paralipsis omits "one ol the constituent elements of a situation in a period that the nanative does gener-
ally cover." For example, in A la recherche du temps perdu, Proust recounts "his childhood while s1 s-
tematically concealing the existense of one of the members of his family" (Narrative Discourse, trtn;.
Jane Lewin [thaca: Comell University Press, 1980], p. 52). This seems to be the case of Bordwell's er-
ample (Narration in Fic tion Film, p. 84), the film Secret be v-ond the Door (l say "seems" since I hai ;
not seen the film but go only by his description). Unlike the unreliable narrator, the paraliptic nanarc:
ultimcLtell' fills in the gap. But the unreliable narrator sticks to his guns, and it is only the context or ll..
intervention of a later, reliable narrator (as in Staga Frighi) lhat sets things straight.

Another film theorist who uses "unreliable naration" in an odd way is George Wilson, Narralior', :.
llglrt (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), chaps. 2-3. Wilson equates unreliabilitl'r'.:'-::
"op-enness" (lack of narrative closure), but that too seems to confuse it with paralipsis.

22Bordwell, Narratiort in Fiction Filn, p. 61, cites Branigan, Point of Viei in tie Cinema, pp. 40--r -
as his authority for this view.

23Sarah Kozloff, Invisible Storytellers: Voice-Over in Arnerican Fiction Film (Berkeley: Universirr :'
Califomia Press, 1988), p. 1 15, has problems with ascertaining the source ofthe lying flashback by -sp:-.,
ing not of the implied author but of Hitchcock, (not "Hitchcock"). In general, Kozloff's position, tho-:-
enlightened, fails to recognize the more general principle that controls all nanative transmission by i..:-:
ever means. Thus, she distinguishes between the "silent image-maker" and the "narrator" (voice-or e: -
-on). but she does not fully explain how the two are controlled by a more general agency that insir-::
them-the implied author.
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THE CINEMATIC NARRATOR

-::ratively odd or problematic ones. Besides, it may well be that unreliable narra-
:- : s'i1l someday become as common in film as it is in the novel.

But the utility to cinematic narration of the concept of the implied author does
:''t rest on a narrator's outright prevarication alone. other kinds of films also il-
*sirate the need for recognizing a separate principle ofinvention and intent. In Aiain

R.esnais's Providence (1977) the first half of the film represents the fantasies of the
::ota-eonist, aging novelist clive Langham (John Gielgud). Langham's voice-over.
'i e eventually surmise, is somehow constructing the images filling the screen. These
rre more or less hypothetical rough drafts for scenes in a novel he is struggling to
irite. During these moments of his fantasy, itis he, not some disembodied'.narra-
:ion." who generates what passes before our eyes. Later, as he celebrates his birth-
da1' with his sons and daughter-in-law, an impersonal extradiegetic narrator assumes
control of the cinematic apparatus. Again, both narrators have been introduced by
the overriding intent of the film, the implied aurhor.

In short, for filrhs as for novels, we would do well to distinguish between a pre-
senter of the story, the narrator (who is a component of the discourse), and the in-
ventor of both the story and the discourse (including the narrator): that is, the im-
plied author-not as the original cause, the original biographical person, but rather
as the principle within the text to which we assign the inventional tasks.2a

For if we deny the existence of the implied author and the cinematic narraror, we
imply that film narratives are intrinsically different, with respect to a fundamental
component, from those actualized in other media. But that implication contradicts
the principle that Bordwell himself corectly endorses: namely, that narration is a
"process which is not in its basic aims specific to any medium."25 The substitution
of "narration" for "narrator" does not advance Bordwell's desire to find cinema's
actualizations of the "more supple principles basic to all nanative representation',
(since, presumably, he accepts the existence of "narrators" in literary narratives). It
is awkward to a general theory of narrative to say that some texts include the com-
ponent "nanator" and others do not. As Sarah Kozloff puts it, simply but incisively,

2aAn interesting proposal to account for narrative agency in the cinema has been made Uy Robert Bur-
goyne in an unpublished paper, "The Cinematic Nanator: The Logic and Pragmatics of Impersonal \.--
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ralion." Following Marie-Laure Ryan, "The Pragmatics of Personal and Impersonal Nalation." Pr,;--;- .

10 (1981), 517-39, Burgoyne proposes two basic kinds of narrator-personal and impersonal. Unrir:: -r:personal narrator, who "simply reports on the world," the impersonal nan'ator also creates the * ori; ' 
^ . -

at the same time referring to it as if it had an autonomous existence, as if it preexisted the illLl---::: ---
acf' (in what some film theorists call the "profilmic" state). "The impersonil narrator's Ia;:- ,, - -- --personality allows the viewerto image that lthe viewer] is confronting the fictional unrr;:-:,-.-,
puttingasideanyreflectionontheformof thenarrativediscourse."Thepersonal[drrr!o:::_. . - -- -
tort the story, yet the true facts will remain; the impersonal nanator, who has crear:j:,-= .:.-
cannot present anything Dtl the facts.

In arguing that the impersonal narrator creates as well as reporls the die,geric -.r :
Ryan are attributing to it powers that I reserve for the implied author. If a Ditrr.lrtr j:-
world, there is nothing left for the implied author to do; indeed, Burgolne.-:::.__..
nanation thus eliminates the need for the category ofthe implied author." I:::. --"
sponses to the Burgoyne-Ryan theory: the one that immediately strike: r:: :: i-:_ ' :
the so-called "authorial narrator": that is, a nalrator who is heterodies.::: :.: : ..
but, unlike the impersonal nanator, may well have a..per-sonll" iJ:::::.. :_-:-.- _

Chapter 6, there are other reasons than reliability for recognizirg :.:: : , .:: - - -2sBordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, p. 49.
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"Because narrative films are narrative, someone must be narrating."26 Or if not nec-
essarily someone, at least something.

Let me recapitulate my conception of the cinematic narrator. Though film theory
tends to limit the word "narrator" to the recorded human voice "over" the visual
image track, there is a good case to be made for a more general conception of "cin-
ematic narrator." Films, in my view, are always presented-mostly and often ex-
clusively shown, but sometimes partially told-by a narrator or narrators. The over-
all agent that does the showing I would call the "cinematic nanator."27 That narrator
is not a human being. The nomina agentis here refers to "agent," and agents need
not be human. It is the cinematic narrator that shows the film, though it may on rare
occasions (as in Srage Fright) be replaced by one or more "telling" voices on or off
the screen.

The cinematic narrator is not to be identified with the voice-over narrator. A
voice-over may be one compone,?l of the total showing, one of the cinematic nar-
rator's devices,2s but a voice-over narrator's contribution is almost always transi-
tory; rarely does he or she dominate a film the way a literary narrator dominates a

novel-that is, by informing every single unit of semiotic representation.2e The nor-
mal state of affairs, and not only in the Hollywood tradition, is for voice-over nar-
rators to speak at the beginning, less frequently at the end, and intermittently (if at

all) during the film. Some films do use the technique more extensively. In a few
cases the voice-over narrator seems to control the visuals: in Stage Fright, Provi-
dence, and Robert Bresson's Diary of a Country Priest (1950), the human narra-
tor's voice dominates, at least in part of the film.3o InAll About Eve, Addison De
Witt's narration controls the whole introductory set of flashbacks that present the
history of Eve's rise in the theater. In the freeze-frame description discussed in Chap-
ter 3, it can reasonably be argued that it is Addision who has frozen the frame, just
as he previously tuned out the voice of the old actor presenting the award. In the
film's coda, however, after Eve receives the award and goes home, only to find her

26Kozloff, Inv isible Storl tellers, p. 44.
2TKozloff (ibid.) describes the problems posed by various altemative names for the overall presen:::

of a film: "voice" is bad fbr reasons argued above; "camera" is misleading because it neglects other ;::-
sentational devices such as "lighting, graphics, processing, staging, sound track," and so on; "implied "-
thor" confuses levels; "implied director" makes auteurist assumptions; "implied narrator" risks contu:: : -
with voice-over narrators (as well as with "implied author"); "master of ceremonies" is "sexist and ;::,
cusy"; and Metz's "grand image-maker" "slights the sound track." But Kozloff herself goes along;1;.-
Metz and calls this agency the "image-maker."

28"Voice-over is just one of many elements, including musical scoring, sound effects, editins. ,:: -

ing. and so on, through which the cinematic text is narrated" (ibid., pp. 4344).By ons estimate r:r ,-
unpublished manuscript by Avrom Fleishmann) about 15 percent of all films include narrators who .:. -- v. iite plrts of the narrative.

:-It ri ould. of course, be possible to create a text that shows only black on the screen and comr --i:i;: ri: ito]l solely on the sound track. But it is questionable whether such a text should be c"..: -
:::'.::c:erectll'thesameeffectcouldbecreatedbybroadcastinganaudiorecordingtoanau:::--

-. --- - : - :l :]]e d.rrk.
!-: :. !,:.:srl:'ltStotttellers. p.45:"Inmanycasesthevoice-overnarratorissoinscribei:: --

-::-.::::1:orshehasgeneratednotonlywhatheissayingbutalsowhatweare:ei.-: -

-:.. : :-. ::::.-ie:te the sense ofcharacter-narration so strongly that one accepts th: r: :.

': - - :- -:-:-:.:::;::ion. \\;e put our faith in the voice not as created but as creart-:
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THE CINEMATIC NARRATOR -183

, ';: little stagestruck groupie waiting to follow in her footsteps, the general cine-
-:,-:ic narrator assumes control.3l At first, then, the image track seems to be the char-
:::-r's construction; that is, the images are at the service of-are an alternative
::ans of communicating-what he says. Later, the general cinematic narrator takes
::,rtrol. But both narrators are the instruments of the implied author.

The cinematic narrator is the composite of a large and complex variety of com-
:-unicating devices. Some of them are partially shown in this diagram, which makes
.."r pretense to completeness; my purpose is rather to demonstrate something of the
:ultiplexity of the cinematic narrator:

Music On-screen

Commentative

Nature of image Treatment of image

Lighting Camera Mise-en-sc6ne

Distance Angle Movement Straight cut Fade Etc.

The cinematic narrator is the composite of all these plus other variables. Their s}'n-
thesis as the narrator, of course, is achieved by the semiotic processing performed
by the viewer, the details of which are admirably described by Bordwell. Thar prc,-
cessing goes beyond the merely perceptual; for example, the clutchin_e of r*1r ;1:1;
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AUDITORYCHANNEL

Point of origin

Off-screen

VISUAL CHANNEL

rrlbid., p. 12.



----". :"::-:,,:-,= :i ;il viervers but is interpretable as a "handshake" or "arm-
'-::. --t -, :-. ::!-se \\'ho know the rules of a language and culture that include

- _-
- : --:::::- Jlamponents of the cinematic narrator as diagrammed usually work

- - -. :-" t-: sometimes the implied author creates an ironic tension between two
: ,,-.:- -: ts not uncommon, even in Hollywood films, for the visual track to un-

r:r- -- i..; sion. told by a character-nanator's voice-over. In Terence Malick's Bad-

-;:: -9-3). for example, the voice of the heroine, Holly, tells a romanticized ac-

- - -r-. trr her escapade with the murderer Kit which is totally belied by the sordid
r-:-'-r:t .ts we see it with our own eyes.32

This kind of partial unreliability is unique to two-track media such as the cinema.
The disparity is not between what the cinematic narrator says and what the implied
author implies but between what is told by one component of the cinematic narra-
ror and shown by another. Whereas in totally unreliable narratives such as S/age
Fright the conflict must arise through disparities between all the representations of
the narrator and what the viewer must infer from the film as a whole, the partially
unreliable naration of Badlands arises explicitly from a conflict between two mu-
tually contradictory components of the cinematic narrator. Normally, as in Badlands,
the visual representation is the acceptable one, on the convention that seeing is be-
lieving. In theory, at least, the opposite could happen as well-that is, the sound
track could be accurate and the visual track unreliable-but in practice, that effect
seems very rare; Sarah Kozloff found only one example, in An American in Paris
(195 l).33 The reason for this imbalance seems fairly obvious. The errant ho-
modiegetic voice-over can easily be understood to have some motive for skewing
the events. In Badlands, Holly is a naive adolescent, and so we hypothesize that she

romanticizes the escapade. After all, she lives in a society so boring that any noto-
riety, even that of criminals, overrides questions of mere morality. But when the
camera is abenant and the voice-over "straightens it out," the effect is odd and self-
conscious. In An American in Paris, as each of the three protagonists introduces
himself, the camera focuses on the wrong person; the voice-over redirects it. A more
usual if weaker case of visual unreiiability occurs when the visual track presents i
shallow picture of events, which are interpreted with greater profundity by the voice-
over narrator; this is the strategy of Bresson's Journal of a Country Priesl and Stan-
ley Kubrick's Barry Lyndon (1975).34

There remains a final question about unreliability: does it make any sense to cr--
narrators "unreliable" who are without personality or, as I have called ther:.
"covert"? (This class includes virtually all cinematic narrators and many he:-
erodiegetic narrators of novels and short stories.) It is hard to think of any rea:c-
for doing so. Unreliability depends on some clearly discernible discrepancy betn'ee-
the narrator's account and the larger implied meaning of the narrative as a u'ho-:

32Kozloff (ibid., pp. 112-15) cites a number of other Hollywood films in which this happen:: I
Driver, Gilda, Cat Ballou, Evil under the Sun, Days of Heaven.

l3lbid., p. 115. I remember as a child in the 1930s seeing comic short suhjects, addenda to the :.
reels, in which the camera could act zany and be corrected by the voice-over narrator.

i{Kozloff (ibid., I 17-26) discusses at length the question of reliability in Barry L.vndon.
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THE CINEMATIC NARRATOR ';{

l-' .--,": discrepancy would seem to depend pretty much on personalit\.: rher-:-
r.: :trire reason for us to distrust the narrator's account, and the onlr- possit,-:'': ' - :- i\ ould be something in his character. where there is no character-and hence- 
--'ii'e for giving a questionable account of the story-how can we even rec-

:- :3 that the account is unreliable?
J,': must remember, finally, that the cinematic apparatus is not always commit-

: - -r-r ths iconic; sometimes it too employs arbitrary conventions. obviously, the----:'r1 language used in dialogue track, voice-over, or captions is entirely arbitrary.
! -::etimes a single caption can undercut the hypothesis suggested by all the rest of
*= ;ilm: in Dusan Makaveyev's Mortenegro. we leam ln-a caption over the final
,--ges that the heroine has just poisoned her whole family. But even the visual

:=:k may be noniconic. say, for example, that the narrator wants to convey the idea
-: .i a train trip took a long time. Especially in films of the 1930s, the camera might
' :r. rvell show a montage of overlapping shots of spinning locomotive wheels. From
-:-- montage the viewer could infer that the trip took longer than its discourse rep-
:::enlatiOn.

The argument for an impersonal agent as cinematic narrator finds interesting sup-
rort in the narrative theories of Ann Banfield. Banfield argues (in unspeakable sen-
:ences and elsewhere) that certain linguistic features such as special tenses (thepassy'
sintple in French) and the unusual collocation of preterits with present time and
place deixis (as in "He saw nov) that he uas mistaken',) distinguiih literary narra-
tives from ordinary communicative uses of language. Its sentences are literally ..un-
speakable": they cannot occur in normal conversation. precisely because it is un-
like normal discourse-which always posits a speaker and an audience and thus
subjectivity-the space of literary nanative, Banfield believes, is empty and time-
less. In her view, the narator-subject is conventionally conceived must be absent
from a text that includes such sentences as .,This was now here."

I do not agree totally with this theory, since it goes on to deny the very existence
of the narrator. Many first person narratives, for example, clearly entail the time
and place marks of ordinary discourse. But for certain kinds of ,.third person', ef-
fects, and thus for much of cinematic nanation, the theory affords an interesting
way of grasping the notion of nonhuman narrative agency. The technology of film,
Banfield contends, like that of the telescope and the microscope, .,allow[s] 

the view-
ing subject to see, to witness, places where he is not, indeed, where no subject is
present." It also reveals "the appearance of things when no one was present,,' as,
for example, a stellar explosion that took place millions of years before man
evolved.35 clearly, this kind of model helps us understand how we so readily con-
ceive of a non-human narrator; how, for example, we can speak of ..the camera" as
such an agent, how, in Rear window, a nonhuman cinematic narator can roll up
the blinds and take us on a visual tour of the courtyard. For that is the predictable
response of ordinary moviegoers: confronted with the beginning sequence of Rear
window, they will interpret the scanning views of the interior of a courtyard as a

35Ann Banfield, "Describing the unobsewed: Euortt G.orp.d around an rrnpty c.,.,t..." in ri. ' -
guistics of writing, ed. Nigel Fabb, Derek Attridge, Alan Durant, and colin Macdate (Manch:::::: l.l--
chester University Press, 1987), p. 265
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tour oi rhe court\;ard by the camera "on its own." When the shades roll up, we know
'.h:r *hat \\e see is being presented by a "subjectivity reduced to nothing else but
'ih:i the instrument can record"; this is quite different from later viewing that are
I-rliered throu-eh the perception of Jeffries. At such moments, the visible details of
lhe courtyard correspond to what Banfield, following Bertrand Russell, calls sensl-
bilia: "those objects which have the same metaphysical and physical status as sense-
data, without necessarily being data to any mind." That is, to any mind inside the
fiction: they are, of course, data to the real audience in the movie theater, though
data perceived at second hand. They are not seen or heard but rather overseen and
overheard, as the "impressions" of an impersonal narrative agency. These images
(Banfield might contend) would still exist even if no one had bought a ticket and
the projectionist had gone out for a smoke: "Each gathering of sensibilia, as on the
ground glass of the telescope, represents . . . a perspective definable independent of
whether or not it is given to any observer."36

Banfield's concern is literary, but she finds in the work of Gilles Deleuze a sim-
ilar attitude conceming film. Deleuze reminds us that Dziga vertov's "kino-eye" is
not limited as a human eye is; it is ubiquitous, the product as much of montage as
of cinematography. And its powers are, to use Banfield's terms, "private and sub-
jective," yet "impersonal." Deleuze would argue that it is precisely the objectivity
of the cinematic narrator that requires us to "construct," rather than just to "see,"
since what the kino-eye presents us with is a construction of views that no human
eye could see.37
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